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Abstract - The construction industry is one of the 

fundamental areas that give critical fixings to the 

improvement of an economy. The construction is the 

instrument through which a general public accomplishes its 

objectives of urban and provincial improvement. In any case, 

it is turning out to be more complex a result of the modernity 

of the construction projects procedure itself and the huge 

number of gatherings required in the construction projects 

procedure, i.e., client, designer, user, supplier, contractor, 

subcontractor, consultant regulator.  

Present day construction projects are described by new 

benchmarks, propelled advances, multiparty cooperation, 

and incessant proprietor craved changes. Combined with 

this state are intrinsic instabilities and complexities in the 

physical, money related, and monetary environment in 

which most activities are performed. Such conditions have 

made finishing projects on calendar and on spending plan a 

troublesome assignment to fulfil, regularly prompting claims 

on cost remunerations and time augmentations. This in the 

end prompts delay in the fulfilment of the projects. Delay 

could be described as the time over run either past fulfilment 

date showed in an assent or past the date that social affairs 

agree upon for transport of an errand. It is slipping over its 

arranged calendar and is considered as regular issue in 

construction projects. The target of this study is to 

distinguish the significant reasons for construction projects 

postpones, its belongings, and minimizing delays in 

construction projects. This study is completed in view of 

writing audits and questionnaire review.   

The real objective of this study is to identify the causes of 

delay and their effects on the construction project   

1.INTRODUCTION  

In construction projects, delay could be characterized as the 

time overwhelm either past consummation date determined 

in an agreement or past the date that the gatherings settled 

upon for conveyance of a projects. It is an undertaking 

slipping over its arranged timetable and is considered as 

basic issue in construction projects. To the proprietor, delay 

implies loss of income through absence of creation offices 

and rentable space or a reliance on present offices. Now and 

again, to the temporary worker, delay implies higher 

overhead costs on account of longer work period, higher 

material expenses through expansion, and because of work 

cost increments. Finishing projects on time is a marker of 

effectiveness, yet the construction projects procedure is 

liable to numerous variables and flighty elements, which 

result from various sources. These sources incorporate the 

execution of gatherings, assets accessibility, natural 

conditions, contribution of different gatherings, and legally 

binding relations. Be that as it may, it once in a while 

happens that a projects is finished inside the predetermined 

time. The Construction business is extensive, unstable, and 

requires colossal capital costs. Commonly, the work offers 

low rates of return in connection to the measure of danger 

included.   

Delays on construction projects undertakings are a general 

marvel. They are quite often joined by expense and time 

invades. Construction projects delays host an antagonistic 

impact on gatherings (designer, contractor worker, and 

consultant) to an agreement as far as a construction projects 

in ill-disposed connections, doubt, case, assertion, income 

issues, and a general sentiment anxiety towards each other. 

Along these lines, it is key to characterize the genuine 

reasons for delay to minimize and stay away from the 

postponements in any construction projects.  

 

2.CAUSES OF DELAY 

 
There are numerous reasons for delays in construction 

projects. The components rely on upon the innovation and 

its administration, to those from the physical social, and 

monetary environment. In eight groups every one of them 

have a wide range of explanations behind having delay in 

construction projects. These groups are the client, 
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contactor, consultant, designer, materials, equipments, 

labour and some external causes.   

 3.EFFECTS OF DELAY 

There are numerous elements bringing about deferment few 

of them are: some are inside the contractual worker's 

obligation and some are inside proprietor's risk. It is difficult 

to explain them due to the overlapping nature of the events 

of which the project participants are responsible. It is found 

that delay problems are cause due to the disputes, cost 

overrun, time overrun negotiation total desertion, 

Litigation, lawsuit, abandonment etc.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -1: Effects of Delay 

  

 

Because of these issues project members concurs for the 

cases for the extra capital and additional time connected 

with construction delay. The consequences of delay are 

different for different project participants which also 

depends on the type of project. The general consequences 

are cost overrun, time overrun etc. For the owner/client 

delay is the loss of money, loss of time, loss of other facilities 

etc. For the contractor, delay means the loss of wealth for 

more expenditure on equipment’s, other materials and for 

hiring the skilled labour.  
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4.CONCLUSION 

A construction project is successful when work of the 

construction project is done by proper planning and 

scheduling, under the budget and specified quality, under 

specified time and by the satisfaction of the stakeholders. 

delay has become one of the major problem in construction 

industry. These groups are the client, contactor, consultant, 

designer, materials, equipments, labour and some external 

causes. In eight groups every one of them have a wide range 

of explanations behind having delay in construction projects. 

It is found that delay problems are cause due to the disputes, 

cost overrun, time overrun negotiation total desertion, 

Litigation, lawsuit, abandonment etc. Because of these issues 

project members concurs for the cases for the extra capital 

and additional time connected with construction delay. We 

trust that the aftereffects of this study can be exceptionally 

useful for the fresher (consultants, client, contractors). The 

experts can better comprehend the administration of 

undertaking is flow and attempt lessen the rates of 

construction time delays in construction projects. 
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